DIRECTIONS:

(a) Use a piece of loose-leaf paper

(b) Write the term, concept, phrase, or name (be sure to underline AND highlight the term AND number your words according to my list - keep the words in order of the list below).
   1) followed by: the definition
   2) Under the definition, list the significance and/or analyze the significance of the word (how does it apply to the class, why is it useful, etc.)
   3) Keep the information brief/summarized and try to use your own words.

(c) In the left hand margin, write the page number from the reading or lecture title (NOT the glossary) where the word was found.

USE Rubenstein ch. 1 to complete the following vocabulary:

1. Human Geography
2. Physical Geography
3. Globalization
4. Spatial Perspective
5. Projection
6. Spatial Distribution
7. Human-Environment Interactions
8. Region
9. Place
10. Sense of Place
11. Movement
12. Spatial Interaction
13. Distance
14. Accessibility
15. Connectivity
16. Landscape
17. Cultural Landscape
18. Sequent Occupance
19. Cartography
20. Reference Map
21. Thematic Map
22. Mental Map
23. Absolute Location
24. Relative Location
25. Greenwich Mean Time (GMT)
26. International Date Line
27. Remote Sensing
28. Global Positioning System (GPS)
29. Geographic Information System (GIS)
30. Scale
31. Formal Region
32. Functional Region (Nodal Region)
33. Perceptual Region (Vernacular Region)
34. Environmental Determinism
35. Possibilism
36. Cultural Ecology
37. Site
38. Situation